
To properly underwrite Employees’ Compensation  
and Work Injury Compensation policies, you need  
reliable, objective data on risks at properties—but such 
information is often not available. Underwriters must 
rely on customer or third-party information, perform 
hours of research, or price spontaneously, and that  
can result in unreliable and less accurate data. 

Verisk’s Underwriters Advantage™ – Employees’ 
Compensation solution provides the reliable data 
underwriters need, with both speed and accuracy 
which are of utmost importance to insurers and  
customers. You can identify hidden risks and verify 
applications. We combine proprietary analytics,  
historical data, and analytics from 4 million employees’ 
compensation audits to give you the edge you need  
to price policies better—and properly underwrite  
coverage at point of sale.  

Our underwriting solution gives you reliable  
business classification and payroll allocation details, 
key components for properly assessing and qualifying 
a risk, helping you to price the policy as accurately  
as possible.

Business classification
Underwriters Advantage – Employees’ Compensation  
provides you with the class code most commonly  
associated with a business in the insured’s industry.  
We provide this additional level of detail because the 
nature of a business can change—a small café may 
now serve liquor or offer table service, both of which 
can affect risk and should result in an adjustment to the 
premium. We provide the underwriter with commonly 
reported business misclassifications as well as the  
effect of those miscalssifications on the premium.  
The information helps alert the underwriter to ask the 
right questions to identify potential hidden exposures 
and properly classify the business from the start.

Underwriters Advantage – Employees’ Compensation

Reliable information at point of sale for  
Hong Kong and Singapore underwriters



Payroll allocation
To determine the proper payroll allocation for a  
business, insurers rely on applications from agents 
and brokers, which exposes you to many unknowns, 
potentially leading to inaccurately priced policies  
and serious premium leakage. We give you analytics 
based on audited results to provide underwriters  
with historical information on the average payroll  
allocation for a business in that industry. That  
allows you to compare information provided on  
the application to a typical payroll allocation for  
class codes in that industry.  

The information provided by Underwriters Advantage – 
Employees’ Compensation can give you the edge you 
need to price policies better and identify hidden  
exposures from the beginning.

Profitable growth
The simple-to-understand Underwriters Advantage – 
Employees’ Compensation solution gives you analytics 
you can’t get from any other provider. The information  
is credible and accurate. You’ll make speedier 
quotes, adhere to your underwriting guidelines,  
process more applications, reduce premium  
leakage, and write more profitable business.

Ultimately, better pricing and risk management 
help improve your relationship with your agents 
and insureds. Agents receive fast and accurate 
responses, insureds can count on their coverage 
when they need it, and you’ll increase your  
profitability.
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